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Preface
It is my pleasure to release our Annual Report for the last two years (2013-2015). As you
go through it you will realize, I hope, that many initiatives did not and cannot just end
with the project cycle: The ripple effect and the subtle learning continues. I trust that
many efforts in the direction of skill building, taken up by us in the current year will have a
similar ongoing impact on the rural communities we serve since 1993. As the popular
saying goes: Hunar hai, to kadar hai.In other words, we are known by what we contribute
to society through our skills, our special gifts - never by birth, progeny, learning or
possessions.
The first section, very kindly contributed by Indira Ramesh, captures the spirit of our
journey of two decades and the recent changes. The final section, giving a brief
description of various programs, too is her effort, for which I would like to thank her and
Shri Nalni Jayal. Their immense contribution to the trust and the communities can never
be captured in reports - and must continue, as ever.
Looking to the future, I expect all of us to work towards a goal which is bigger than all of
us: skilling and enthusing women and men of Uttarakhand, to confront the future with
faith in themselves and a sense of inner joy. Because, as the innate wisdom goes, a bird
sitting on a tree is never afraid of the branch breaking, because her trust is not on the
branch but on her wings.
Looking forward to inspiration all around,
Sincerely,
Cyril R Raphael
Secretary
CEO
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14th March 2016
Dehradun

Retrospective (2014 and 2015)
community confidence and self-assurance to
rehabilitate the devastated villages. THTs
urgent task was to strengthen community
spirit by urgently responding to and
supporting people’s initiatives for disaster
management, providing relief and shelter,
training young men and women to deal with
health emergencies and giving First Aid in
crises hit areas, providing livelihood options
through skill development initiatives for
youth, as well as assurance of greater food
security and sustainability through improving
farm productivity for women and small
farmers.
(A child from Almora)

In keeping with our motto, Helping People to
Help Themselves, the Himalaya Trust (THT)
has been working in specific areas in Garhwal
and Kumaon, in response to needs and
aspirations of local people on a wide range of
activities and projects initiated and
implemented by the communities with the
support and guidance of our field centres.
2014-16 has been a period of consolidating
23 years of painstaking and sincere work
leading towards a gradually deepening
involvement with village communities,
responding to their ideas, crises and hopes,
generating activities, analyzing successes and
disappointments, and building up of mutual
trust and confidence for a lasting future.
We entered the year 2014 picking up the
debris and aftermath of the great
environmental flood disasters of 2012-13. It
required an enormous effort to restore
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During 2014-15 our projects have aimed to
continue this trend to create a sound
knowledge base at all levels with focus
specially on training youth and women
farmers, both groups being most open to
change and assimilation of new ideas and
techniques. Young graduates particularly are
being targeted to acquire skills to respond
confidently and efficiently to the demands of
an increasingly technologically connected
world and the globalised market driven
economy.
In Ganeshpur Block of Uttarkashi two three year pilot programs (ongoing) were drawn up
for innovative work such as reviving and
upgrading of community based gharats
(traditionalwatermills), and generating
incomes and savings for women through
dynamic self help groups (SHG), training them
through exposure visits to federations and
cooperatives reinforced by experts’
demonstrations and talks. THT took the step
to modernize “gharats” as community

managed enterprises by expanding their
usefulness with additional technology and
turned them into sources of community
income through joint participation. A three year scientific farm-based training
programme was launched to enable small
farmers, particularly women, to access
scientific methodologies and streamline
management and marketing practices, obtain
improved seeds and plant stock, and learn
essential skills like book keeping and
accounting to ensure that farming becomes a
productive and sustainable source of food
security and income for small farmers.
A youth group, Aarambh, consisting of young
undergraduates, was set up as a support
group for traditional farmers many of whom,
particularly the women, are semi-literate and
unable to follow the important
scientificmethods and applications easily and
consistently, to understudy and help with the
field training. The Aarambh group supports
the farmers in implementing the processes,
ensures correct and timely observation of
methods and techniques, and helps to
transport, store and market the produce. The
intention is to ensure that young persons who
find a promising future in agriculture in their
own homeland will be less inclined to migrate
to the cities.
The Garur centre concluded two popular
programmes in the valley during 2014, one on
promoting health awareness and education
to twenty peripheral villages which have no
primary health centres or doctors, and a
cultural awareness programme Katha
Sarovar, through which a talented pool of
local persons created two vibrant teams of
communicators and story-tellers, one through
theatre, and the other through puppetry.
Both continue their activities, bringing social
messages and entertainment through the
3
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state “Soochna” departments and other local
cultural programmes.
Responding to the urgent problem of
widespread unemployment among young
graduates and the need to overcome the
handicap of poor quality education, the Garur
centre took the initiative to introduce two
training courses in 2015. The first was for a
pilot digital literacy project in two schools to
enable students to access educational
material and knowledge programs through
internet, and the second to create a cadre of
trained Master Trainers to develop
sufficiently competent computer skills to
empower the growing numbers of educated
unemployed youth in the valley to avail of
income generating and educational
opportunities. The programmes are ongoing.
A government sponsored Biometric Training
programme was also conducted for 24 youth,
many of whom have found satisfactory
employment.
THT has been greatly strengthened by the
presence of strong, visionary community
leaders in the field who have guided, inspired
and carried out well thought out programmes
with great commitment and zeal. They have
borne the brunt of THT’s mission in good
times and bad, most often as volunteers
without remuneration. In Uttarkashi THT’s
progress was steered through times of great
disaster and adversity by committed
volunteers of long experience guided by
Devendra Bahuguna. The dynamic Vinayak
Samooh, a women’s SHG, was set up by
women leaders, and has become an example
of cooperation and collective work in the
region. In Garur, Sadan Mishra, a founder
member of HT, has created a strong base in
the Katyur Valley in Kumaon for HT’s longterm concerns through dedicated work on
community afforestation, conservation of

forests and rivers, agriculture, health and
sanitation projects, and consistently
campaigned on environmental issues, against
alcoholism and other local problems.
Other members have contributed their lively
ideas and holistic perspectives regularly on
the state of their respective mountain
regions, and continue to enrich our
knowledge and guide our paths through their
vast grassroots experience as we progress.
At the Centre, THT has been guided through
its beginnings and held thereafter on a steady
course for 23 years, by ND Jayal who set up
the Trust in 1993 inspired by the late Swami
Chidananda of Shivananda Ashram.
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Deeply concerned by the environmental
crises facing his mountain homeland, Jayalji
ensured that THT’s vision and mission would
always underscore the vital link between
Nature and Culture. Recently, having seen it
through its many vicissitudes, fair times and
foul for more than two exciting decades, and
feeling that the times and needs of his young
“pahadi” brethren were changing in a more
aspirational world, Jayalji has decided to step
back and let fresher ideas and energies take
over to steer the Trust in these times of
change. He was more than happy to hand
over charge of the Trust into the experienced
and mature hands of Cyril Raphael, well
known in the region as a long time social
worker and erstwhile CEO and Secretary of
the Shree Bhuvaneshwari Mahila Ashram.

A Brief description of Main Programs and Achievements
1. Upgradation of Traditional
Watermills For Hydropower Based
Enterprise In Ganeshpur
Date/ duration:2011-2012
Location: Bonvillage,Dist. Uttarkashi
Project Technical and Financial support:
Himmotthan Society and HESCO
Total Grant: Rs.6,37,500/Rural populations of Uttarakhand have been
using hydropower energy from its many
perennial streams and rivulets by building
indigenous water mills for grinding flour etc
for centuries. However, for the last few
decades many of these were abandoned for
various reasons. The rapid decrease in water
flow in streams, high drudgery and time
taking process, as well as easier access to
diesel driven grinding machines in villages
and poor returns from farm produce are
responsible for abandoning what was an
ecologically and socio-economically sound
system.
Aims:The project proposed to upgrade a
watermill in Ganeshpur village which still has
abundant stream flow, and create a model for
other viable water-mills in the region by
adding improved technology for multiple
functions. The upgraded watermills are
designed not only to grind flour but also to
provide hydro-based electricity for
community use. The aim was to create a
unique model of community effort and
shared benefits while retaining the system of
private ownership of the gharat.
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As the majority of Uttarakhand’s village
population still exist as agricultural and
subsistence economies with the women
providing most of the shared agro-processing
services such as rice-hulling, oil and juice
extraction, etc., it was a big step towards
building and strengthening community
institutions and enterprises.

(Our collective future)

One gharat each in Ganeshpur and Bon
villages in Uttarkashi were chosen for
upgradation with financial support from
Himmotthan Society and technical support
from HESCO
Objectives:
Gharat as a community enterprise:The
concept behind the upgradation was that
along with the financial benefits to the gharat
owner, the women’s SHGs could be
strengthened by linking them into the
processing and other functions of the gharat.
This was where the work done by HMS
(Himmotthan Society) and THT (The Himalaya
Trust) differed from the rest. While a lot of
attention has been given to the gharat

upgradation by other NGOs, no thought was
given to making it a community enterprise so
that it may have a secure and sustainable
broad base.
The project design included a baseline
survey,trainings to community participants,
establishing ofefficient marketing linkages
with the aim of developing a community run
agro- processing centre, reducing the
drudgery of women through introducing
different agro-processing
mechanisms,providing access to the facility to
the poor and powerless in distant villages,
employment to at least two persons per
watermill, and creation of a cadre of trained
local youth for operating and managing the
upgraded gharat.
Outcomes:The upgradation of the gharat and
development of gharat-based microenterprise at Ganeshpur village has been a
quiet success story, leading to developing
further such initiatives in viable areas in
Uttarkashi district.

During the Assiganga natural disaster in 2012
and the Kedarnath disaster in 2013, the
residents of Ganeshpur used the electricity
produced at the gharat to charge their cell
phones. 15 families were supplied with
electricity for more than one and a half
month-until the authorities set up the power
grid.
The Vinayak Water-based SHG was started
with 5 members but now the 20-member
strong group offers training and employment
to people. This maybe the only rural SHG in
Uttarakhand having its own office, store and
land received from the gram Panchayat.
Today Vinayak does a monthly business of Rs.
150000 and it is steady increasing.

2. UPGRADING OF GHARAT CLUSTERS
IN BON VILLAGE, UTTARKASHI DIST.
Location: Genwala-Bon villages

More than 20 farmers have been trained in
different aspects of operational and
mechanical issues for maintaining the gharat.
A primary agro- processing centre has been
established in the village. Over 500 persons
have benefited directly or indirectly from the
agro-processing units, and family incomes
have increased from 10,000 to 15000 per
individual per year.
With the upgradation the income of the
gharat owner increased four times while the
women of the Vinayak SHG processed and
sold the products from the local ashram to
the Gangotri Temple Committee. Starting
with a revolving fund of only Rs. 30,000, the
group did a business of Rs. 73,000 in the first
month alone.
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(A Farmer from Uttarakhand)

Project support: LEAP Foundation; GIZ(IndoGerman Energy Program - Renewable Energy
component (IGEN – RE), THIRD

Total grant: Rs.16,07,100
Background: With the encouraging results of
the Ganeshpur gharat a successful market
was established for the gharat produce. The
gharat owners were encouraged to start a
community business, incorporating the gharat
into a village-level enterprise. In 2012
Chandrashekhar Chamoli, a progressive
gharat owner from Gainwala village (Dunda
block) agreed to join the project. An SHG was
established in Bon village to facilitate the
processing and marketing of the gharat
produce.
It was the disaster of 2013,that drew the
attention of local people to the advantages of
gharats. When the diesel-run mills and power
supply failed, the gharats supplied basic
power.
Project Process: Delays in negotiationwith
GIZ which first showed interest in the project
led HT to contact the LEAP Foundation to
initiate the project of upgrading five gharats.
GIZ began to support the scheme from April
2014 to September 2014.The Himalaya Trust
was given the consultancy for upgradation
and training in the gharats.
GIZ pressurized the gharat owners and the
SHG to take loan from banks to run a
community enterprise. But to completely
establish the gharat enterprises, not just to
set up the machines but also to link the bank,
SHGs and market, requires at least 3 years of
work. In September 2014 GIZ decided to drop
the project without setting a business linkage
for the group,
The LEAP Foundation was approached once
again and a revolving fund of Rs. 46, 364 was
given to purchase raw materials. The group
then started manufacturing “Pahari Pashu
7
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Aahar” (animal feed) which was snapped up
in the local market.
Outcome:Since October 2014 to date (May
2015), The Himalaya Trust and the LEAP
Foundation have helped the cluster get a
bigger market. In early 2015, Mrs. Darshana
Joshi, Founder & Director of THIRD (The
Himalayan Institute of Research and
Development) linked Swaraj SHG to her
associates at Green Swaraj, a food marketing
company. With this Swaraj SHG entered into
a bigger market. Today the programme is a
highly successful enterprise and the gharats
and Swaraj are continuously increasing their
business.

3. Maximizing Mountain Agriculture:
A Project for Ganeshpur Cluster
Date/Duration: October 2013 to August 2016

Location: Ganeshpur, Uttarkashi dist.
Financial and Technical support:Himmotthan
Society, Dehra Dun
Total Grant: Rs. 31,14,419/Background: In 2013 following the
devastating floods in Garhwal and
Kumaon,the Himmotthan Society initiated a
“Maximizing Mountain Agriculture Program”
(MMAP) with support of the Tata Trusts. The
programme aims at restoring the livelihoods
of about 9,000 disaster affected households
in 95 villages of four districts of Uttarakhand
i.e. Rudraprayag, Chamoli, Uttarkashi and
Pithoragarh.
The focus of the programme is on rebuilding
livelihoods through on-farm as well as offfarm activities.
Aims
To increase productivity of selected crops
using sustainable and economically viable
agriculture technologies in six selected village

clusters of Ganeshpur in Bhatwari
Development Block, Uttarkashi.
The program seeks to improve the quality of
life of impacted and vulnerable communities
by enhancing the income of small and
marginal families, seed production and by
strengthening producer (community) based
institutions to manage micro-enterprises in a
sustainable manner.
The major focus areas of the programme
are:
 Formation and strengthening of
community institutions
 Skill enhancement of the community
for entrepreneurship development
 Promotion of spices, vegetables,
pulses and aromatic herb based
enterprises
 Support to distressed families while
focusing on women drudgery
reduction
Objectives:To conduct demonstrations on
selected crops on farmers’ fields with
appropriate scientific inputs to enhance crop
production, to scale up and replicate
successful demos in cluster villages, to link
farmers through federations, to train youth as
Master Trainers and strengthen marketing
strategies.
Activities: Baseline survey for information on
land use, cropping patterns, irrigation
facilities, etc, Capacity building: training on
farm techniques, low cost water harvesting,
on farm use, handling, storage, grading,
packaging, etc., exposure and cross visits,
displaying info on seed usage, pesticides,
fertilizers, irrigation, composting etc.
Establish community facilities and farmers’
knowledge centers, agriscouts, seed capital,
promotion of micro-enterprise
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Expected outcomes: Use of improved
varieties, proper agricultural practices, pest
control, improved knowledge, enhanced crop
yields, increased income levels, development
of post harvest marketing by community run
facilities. The project will impact 550 farmers
using improved cultivation practices over area
of 83 ha. under specific selected crops.
Current status and progress
Over the last year, the project has shown
considerable progress, covering over 430
households in the 6 impacted villages.
Programme focus is on individual and group
based enterprises. Over 315 women are
associated with the Self Help Groups (SHGs)
which have been consolidated into a cluster
level federation named ‘Gangotri Mahila
Swayat Sahkarita - Uttarkashi’
The following are the achievements of the
past year. The following table summarises the
THR and spice business of Vinayak SHG:
Summary of business conducted
by Vinayak SHG
Busin
Purpose
ess
Spices
Raw material
purchase
Sale
THR
Purchase
(Processing etc)
Sale

Amounts (Rs.)

Profit (Rs.)

348610

32,160

380777
225000

46,422

271422

Income enhancement
 Income of Rs. 200,000 generated from
sale of onion & Corianders.
 Income of Rs. 10,000 from spice &
vegetable cultivation
 Income of Rs. 70,000 (Net Profit)
generated from Take Home Ration
Program.
 19 people found employment through
the activities.
 The profit from the CFC was Rs. 4308.

 The SHG earned Rs. 15,000 from dress
supply.
 Sweaters were sold for Rs. 3000.

 To encourage more farmers to take up
onion farming.
 To sell the onions in the store.

Micro Enterprises
 03 Micro enterprises developed by 3
SHG
 Promotion of spices, vegetables
 Promotion of Cash crops.
 5 hectare area covered under
vegetables and spices cultivation.
 2 onion nurseries established in 2
villages (Heena & Ganeshpur).
 2 hectare of old orchards maintained.
 3 hectare area covered under Potato
cultivation.

Please refer to the Final Report for 2014-15
for complete details

Promotion of Community for Agri
development
 About 100 farmers from 6 villages
trained in scientific farming.
 10 families in Heena village were
provided 600 metres HDPE pipe for
irrigation of 20 nali land.
 2 farmers in Siror village were
provided 200 metres HDPE pipe to
irrigate 7 nali.
 9 families in Maneri village were given
600 meter HPDE pipe to irrigate 25
nali.
 Potato seeds were provided for 3
hectares in 3 villages.
 Protection wall constructed around
fields in Ganeshpur.
 Irrigation canal constructed in
Ganeshpur.
Upcoming Micro Enterprises
 To use Tata Tea enterprise to take the
groups forward in business.
 Community Facility Centres and
Community Marketing Centres to be
set up.
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4. Health Camps &Midwives Training
Program
Date: 2014-15
Financial support: UANA
Total grant: Rs. 69,000
Resource persons: HIHT Team
Aims:
Training and upgrading knowledge and
methods of traditional midwives, local youth
and ASHAs in pregnancies, awareness camp
for enhancing knowledge of general health
conditions and simple locally available
remedies for treatment of women and
children; First Aid and Emergency/ Disaster
response Training for youth.
Objectives: Three training capsules for the
local community were to be organized:
1. First Aid Camp for 30 youths,
2. Midwifery Training camp for 30 midwives;
3. 5-day Health Awareness camp for the local
community.
Activities
A. 5 day- camp for health awareness training
was held at Ganeshpur, Uttarkashi for
identifying and prevention of common health
problems,
B. A 5-day training course for First Aid and
Disaster Response training was held for
youth. No of participants:
A. 5-day training camp was held for
traditional midwives to upgrade knowledge
and hygiene methods.

During this second year of Katha Sarovar 2,
our objective was to conclude the training
phase of our project and establish an
independent cultural and communications
group within the umbrella of the Himalaya
Trust.
To that end performances have been held in
twenty villages in the Garur Valley, as well as
in Almora, Kausani and Bageshwar.

(Kumaoni Folk Artist)

GARUR
1. KATHA SAROVAR PHASE 2
Date/duration: 2013-2015
Financial Support: Sir Dorabji Tata Trust,
Mumbai
Total Grant:Rs. 9.90 lakhs
Aims: To train rural educators and HTs
community radio team to use storytelling
through theatre as a tool for social change
and education, to encourage enjoyment
in reading, writing, and creative
expression such as drama and puppetry
among young people, rural school
students and children, to stimulate
interest in local folk lore and creation
tales which the radio team would record
and publish as booklets for children, to
provide
intellectual
and
social
entertainment for rural communities.
Summary
The intention of the project was to engage
the local populations in lively expressions of
their contemporary and traditional
experiences through new creative media of
theatre, story-telling, puppetry and
community radio
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Sustainability: The Puppetry and Theatre
groups have been registered with the
“Soochna” Department which will give them a
small but adequate remuneration and
incentives to carry on their work
independently.
Publications: Two booklets were published by
HT based on the folk stories and
performances of the theatre group: Jaago,
and Kumaoni Lok Kathayen

2. “WHERE THERE IS NO DOCTOR”:A
Health Awareness project for Garur
Valley
Date: 2013-15
Financial support: IL&FS Transportation
Resource Persons: Rural Development
Institute (HIHT), Dr. Satyendra Srivastava,
Dr. Manu Batra (Dentist), Shri Ram Lal,
Puppetry Master
Total grant: Rs. 8 lacs
Aims Our objectives were to cover at least 20
distant villages on the periphery of the Garur
Valley with health awareness camps,
demonstrations, regular visits of health
counselors and doctors. HT aimed to use
puppetry shows to bring about behavioral
change in hygiene and sanitation, to extend
health messages to the wider public, and

impart knowledge on about prevalent non life
threatening illnesses.
Objectives
Our health awareness camps covered training
and upgrading skills of traditional midwives
and ASHAs, Training in First Aid and Disaster
Response, Adolescent Counseling, General
Health knowledge and awareness, prevention
and care of women’s illnesses, contagious
skin diseases, tuberculosis, identification and
treatment of Anemia and intestinal worms
among young women and school children,
eyesight testing and issue of spectacles for
school children, training of Community Health
Monitors selected from interested local
youth, and propagating health knowledge
and behavioral change through puppetry.
Activities
Summary of project activities
TBA (Midwives) trainings: (3 camps)
1. Uttarkashi 6-10 December 2013
2. Garur 12 - 16 May 2014
3. Uttarkashi 24 April -28 April 2014
First Aid and Disaster Response (2 camps)
1. Uttarkashi 24-28 April 2014
1. Uttarkashi 15 – 20 December 2014
Adolescent Counseling (2 camps)
1. Gagrigol (Garur): 6 - 7 March 2014
2. Gagrigol: 8-10 March 2014
Health Awareness Camps: (2 camps)
1. Loharchaura: 8-9 June 2013
2. Udkhuli: 29 – 30 October 2013
Health and Eye testing camps: (2 camps)
1. Udkhuli: 10-11 June
2. Loharchaura: 31 October 2014
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Community Health Monitors (CHM) Training
and Field Visits
1. Garur: Training and Orientation, 7-9th June
2013
2. Field training and practical: 10-11 June
2013
3. Field visits/ surveys x 6 CHMs x 20 villages:
Sept to December 2013
Communication: Puppetry for Health
Communication
Training and Performances
1. Garur: 20-25 June 2013
2. Garur Valley 12 villages: 18-27 July 2013
3. Almora, Bageshwar: 12-15 September 2014
4. Almora: Audition of puppet and theatre
team with Soochna Department, 2015

Achievements/ Outcomes
Trained Birth Attendants course: During
2014-15 we trained 70 traditional midwives in
modern methods of hygiene and safety for
mothers and infants, and gave refresher
training on request to local ASHA’s and ANMs
who voluntarily came to the camp.
First Aid: A total of 45 youth have been
trained in Ganeshpur, Uttarkashi. 25 Youth
were trained in Garur during 2014-15. Forty
young persons were trained in Garur during
2013.
Eyesight testing: Over 71 children were
tested for sight defects and have been given
spectacles in Udkhuli and Loharchaura, Garur.
100 adults were also screened for eyesight
problems. Cataract and other cases were
taken to the hospital for treatment.
Adolescents Counseling: Eighty-three young
adolescents received counseling in two
villages in Garur. Young participants who
attended our adolescent counseling camp
repeatedly asked to arrange more such
camps as it was the first time they were
getting information about their lives and

bodies in a knowledgeable and wholesome
way. Many requested that parents be
included in such knowledge camps as the
young persons hardly received guidance from
them. Feedback is attached with the RDI
report.
Health Awareness camps: Around 300
patients were seen and treated. More than
five hundred persons, men, women and
children have received counseling and
informative practical knowledge on health
issues which can be prevented or treated
locally at the family level.
Community Health Monitors: 6 persons have
been trained to provide services such as
testing for potable water, anemia testing for
young girls and women, intestinal worms,
ORS techniques and counseling for children’s
diarrheas, simple water filtration techniques,
early detection of tuberculosis, and
nutritional and hygiene advice particularly for
schoolchildren and teachers (regular
interventions to check washing of hands, and
maintenance of clean latrines. Reference and
illustrative material has been provided to all
villages where CHMs have outreach. They are
expected to keep the counseling process.
Health messages through Puppetry. This is
an ongoing activity of HT’s media and
communication unit for social awareness.
Health and educational messages are spread
throughout the valley through puppetry
performances, drama, and community radio.
The State Government units also use our
puppetry team for their health campaigns.

3. ADVOCACY AND AWARENESS
CAMPAIGNS, Garur
i) Anti-alcohol campaign
ii) HIMALAYA DIVAS, 09TH SEPTEMBER 2016
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So on the eve of “Himalaya Divas” we have
launched “Save Ecology of Himalaya”
campaign by taking a small step but a
significant one to educate the people about
plastic pollution and involve them in the
process of cleaning plastic. College students
and local people together cleaned whole
market place of Garur and come out and
joined the rally from GIC to Baijnath Temple.
We also had an awareness meeting at
Baijanth Temple which was attended by the
SDM, the BEO, the Tehsildar, representatives
of legal head, Bageshwar, Students from GIC
and GGIC, local politicians, businessmen and
villagers. There is no suitable place where
non-biodegradable materials can be dumped
so we requested to the officers and
politicians to escalate this plastic dumping
problem to their higher authority and we
strongly suggested setting up a plastic
recycling plant in Garur.
iii) GANDHI JAYANTI, 2ND OCTOBER 2016
In continuation to our ““Save Ecology of
Himalaya” campaign, after hosting of
national flag and paying homage to Mahatma
Gandhi and Lalbahadur Shastri at GIC, we
cleaned Gomati River with girl students from
Paye Inter college where waste plastic
materials were dumped and students from
Garur Inter-college cleaned the marketplace.
This event was very successful as students
from both the inter-colleges enthusiastically
participated in cleaning campaign.
Before the event a Power Point Presentation
was given by Mr. Ananta and a small
animation on Plastic Pollution was shown in
two inter colleges and impact was so
powerful and motivating that all students
desperately want to continue this cleaning
program at least once in month and they took
vow to spread awareness about avoiding,
reducing, reusing plastic.

AWARENESS THROUGH KATHA-SAROVAR
On the eve of Janmasthami at Divyaswari
Temple at Gagrigole, our Kathasarovar Team
spread awareness on anti-alcohol and drug,
women empowerment, anti-dowry and
female feticide and promote Pradhan Mantri
Kaushal Vikas Yojana on behalf of the state
information department through enchanting
dance and audience were enjoying and
cheering despite hostile rainy weather.

4. GARUR TRAINING PROGRAMMES
Digital Training for local Schools
1ST SEPTEMBER TO 5TH SEPTEMBER
In continuation to our Digitalization of
Government runs School, we had done
counseling sessions in GIC, Wajula and GIC,
Megri Estate, GIC, Kausani and Inter College,
Gagrigole. We got very encouraging response
from all the colleges.

Media coverage on inauguration of our computer
center at Gagrigol Inter-college

Mr. Rahul Sharma and his team from All India
Computer Saksharta Mission visited to our
computer literacy center in all the GICs and
also they participated in counseling in few
inter-colleges and did monitoring and
evaluation of our training programs in GIC,
GGIC and we got encouraging feedback from
them what motivate us to continue this
program.
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5TH SEPTEMBER 2015 MEETING AT BRC
Mr. Sadan Mishra was invited BEO to speak
about our Digitalization program in a meeting
at BRC participated by principals, Bankers,
head of NGOs, teachers and public
representative. He spoke about “Importance
of Digitalization of Education” at schools and
colleges. He got the assurance from all the
principals for their unconditional support.

18TH
SEPTEMBER
2015,
OPENING
CEREMONY AT GAGRIGOLE
We always wanted to start our computer
education in Gagrigole Inter-college as it is
government added college but has very poor
infrastructure as compare to other intercolleges in Garur block and surprisingly we
found that teachers of this inter-college are
committed in providing quality education.
This college has only 6 computers for
students but 4 out of these 6 desktops were
not functioning. It is necessary to have at
least 10 computers to run and manage the
computer lab as we have 80 enthusiastic
students who desperately want to learn. And
we are committed to start our program here
we tried to repair the desktops but we could
only repair two of them due to missing vital
components in others. As a result, they have
only 4 computers working properly.
Therefore, we had to take 6 computers from
our Himalaya Trust’s lab and started our
education program on 18th September 2015.
We invited local MLA Honorable Mr.
Chandanram Das to inaugurate the computer
class and in the inauguration meeting, we
requested Mr. MLA to sponsored 10
computers along with furniture to this college
only for IT education and without any
hesitation right away he accepted our request
and promised to provide 10 desktops to this
college as soon as possible. Now 80 students
are learning computer and our well trained

teachers Gaeta and Madura are taking care of
training.
Mr. MLA assured us to sanction Rs 5,00,000
from his fund to purchase computers and
start our computer literacy program in other
schools where there is no computer lab in
Garur Block as soon as possible. We express
our gratitude for his passion and commitment
for this computer literacy program and
sharing the same goal with us.
VISIT OF MR MANOJ SHARMA FROM PSI,
DEHRADUN-29th SEPTEMBER 2015
Mr. Manoj Sharma an IT professional visited
our computer literacy at GIC, Garur, GGIC,
Paye and Inter-college, Gagrigole with his
colleague Ms Ruchi. He was happy to see the

high quality training we are providing and
fulfilling the expectation of students despite
several
obstacles
and
unfavorable
circumstances. He also assured us that he
would try his best to help and support our
program. He advised us to:
1. Increase the duration of training
2. Upgrade the desktop with latest
system and application software with
license
3. Upgrade the hardware to support the
latest version of system and
application software
We thank Mr. Sharma for his visit and time he
spent with our students and teachers

Case Study from Ganeshpur, Uttarkashi
1. Empowering Communities through “Maximizing Mountain Agriculture”

In the mountains of Uttarakhand, most of the
agriculture activities are carried out manually
with traditional tools and implements. With
growing demand for agricultural produce,
especially processed and value added
products, there is a huge requirement of
14
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skilled manpower for post-harvest
mechanization and value addition. With
limited knowledge of improved techniques
and variety of seeds, Uttarakhandis are
moving towards small townships and cities
for alternate livelihood options, leading to
more Ghost villages and thus, encouraging
migration and unhealthy life style. With the
objective of reviving the mountain
agriculture, The Himalaya Trust (THT) started
implementing Maximizing Mountain
Agriculture Project in 6 villages of Ganeshpur
area (supported by the Himmotthan Society
and the Tata Trusts) in October 2013.
In the beginning of the project, the
agriculture techniques were really limited,

considering it as a subsistence economy.
Manual work was more with traditional
techniques of agriculture and old variety of
seeds were being used with low yield of
production. With THT’s interventions, initial
challenge was to motivate the community to
try for improved methods and techniques.
Baseline survey revealed that the farmers
were interested in using improved technology
and techniques but due to lack of knowledge,
they were afraid of taking risk with whatever
limited production they were able to get from
their fields. A persistent effort of motivation
and support to the villagers, THT started its
trial on Onion, Coriander and chili crop.
90,000/- seedlings of improved onion (VL
Pyaz 3) were purchased from Vivekanand
Parvatiya Krishi Anusandhan Sansthan
(VPKAS), Almora, to demonstrate the yield of
this crop in the fields of Ganeshpur area. 56
Nali of agriculture field was covered under
Onion production.

As this was the initial phase of the initiative,
scientific techniques and information was
provided but only limited farmers with
limited land tried with the proper plantation
techniques like Bedding, Height of Bed,
distance between plants, etc. Coriander and
Chili were also planted in the first year but
15
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with the limited people taking interest, the
production was not as desired. To be noted,
the production was still more than what
villagers used to produce before.
Gradually, farmers started taking interest in
the project activities and asked for detailed
technical knowledge on agriculture
techniques, mechanization, use of nutrients,
etc. In the second year, farmers were
completely with THT to take the pilot
forward. Krishi Vigyan Kendra, Chinyalisaur
and Agriculture Department supported in
nursery sowing of onion. Women farmers
from 5 villages participated in nursery sowing
training at field level and adopted the same in
their own fields.
The result of regular efforts spread over
months of encouraging the farmers has been
remarkable in the second year of the project.
The land area for onion plantation increased
from 56 Nalis to 151 Nalis, therefore, three
times than the previous year. THT along with
the Himmotthan Society witnessed a
production of 700 Quintals (70,000 Kg) of
onion in just 6 project villages. Apart from
this, 1000 kg of Coriander was also produced
by the project villages. The approach shows
that if regular assistance, training and support
is provided to the youth and women of the
hilly regions, one can see the enormous
possibilities of improving the economy and
standard of life of the people along with
taking care of the environment.
With the scientific techniques, onion
production increased from 1 to 2 Quintals per
Nali to 4.5 to 4.75 Quintals per Nali. A
turnover of Rs. 21,00,000/- was reached with
the onion production. The efforts were
appreciated by the Government of
Uttarakhand along with National Seed
Corporation (NSC), Media and District

Horticulture Department. With this
achievement, farmers are excited and very
positive to take the experiment forward with
more land coverage. Agriculture gradually is
becoming a substantial source of income for
the villagers. Learning from the second year,
cultivation has increased the land area from

151 Nalis to 288 Nalis, hence, increasing the
area almost two times. THT is exploring
Storage and Marketing aspects of Agriculture
so that with the increase in production,
farmers can also market their products at fair
prices to gain more benefits.

2. Mountain Women - A Model of Entrepreneurship Development
Formation of Women Groups is an integral
activity of all the community based projects
these days. A village women having
association with more than 1 Self Help Group
(SHG) is not a news now. Many groups have
been formed and efforts made to strengthen
them but the reality is that only a few have
been successful taking the initiative forward
with their own efforts and developing a
model enterprise in the mountain regions.
When a community motivation exercise is
focused on social objectives and women
empowerment rather than completing
project activities, one can see examples of a
group like Vinayak, in village Ganeshpur,
Uttarkashi. The Himalaya Trust implemented
its Water Mill project in Ganeshpur area in
the year 2011. The objective of the project
was to revive the traditional Water Mills that
we have been using in the mountains for
many centuries and to develop a model of
improved techniques and effective utilization
of natural resources by adding electricity
generation as one of the output of the Water
Mill.
Water Mill (Gharat) in Ganeshpur itself is a
Case Study for many Donors and local
government departments, which was
constructed in the year 2011 and 2012. The
Gharat has a capacity of three machines
running simultaneously and also generates
16
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electricity for the villagers in case of
emergency needs up to 5 Kilo Watts. During
2013 Disasters, Gharat provided electricity to
the villagers for many days which was a big
relief for the villagers in terms of having
power to charge their mobiles, connecting
with outside world and dealing with the
calamity.
During the project implementation, a
Community Based Group – Vinayak was
formed with the objective of managing the
Water Mill, getting the local produce for
grinding and marketing it for income
generation activities.
The group started with 10 women members
having almost no knowledge of marketing
and business. There was only one Male
member – owner of the Water Mill. In the
initial period, the group started purchasing
local produce for grinding and selling it to
Shivanand Ashram. Only local produce was
used by the group for marketing like
Turmeric, Coriander, Chilli, etc. but gradually,
the demand started growing from other
vendors and local market. The group decided
to get the raw material from outside as well
to cater the market needs. Basic training on
packaging, weighing, marketing was also
provided to the group members so that they
can run the enterprise in a sustainable mode.
Regular facilitation in the beginning helped

women to understand the process of running
an enterprise and they, with their interest,
hard work and enthusiasm, kept on
developing and increasing their market.

digital weighing machine. They keep their
records proper and clean. So far, they have
reached a turnover of Rs. 862,781/- till
August 29, 2015.

It is to be noted that the facilitation from THT
was very limited but the efforts from the
group women took Vinayak to a new heights.
Running a group itself is an achievement for
them as most of the women are illiterate.
Presently, the group has 19 members and is
involved in marketing of coriander, chilli,
turmeric, different millets, pulses, etc. Apart
from this, they have got a Government
contract for delivery of Take home Ration
(ICDS). From time to time, group also caters
available facilities in the local events.
To run Take Home Ration programme
successfully, the group had to get material
which was not produced locally, hence, the
group decided to start barter system. It was
so successful that the outside vendors happily
exchanged the material at a very good cost.
Other villages were also explored by the
group to exchange the produce. This way, the
group now has all the varieties of Take Home
Ration items delivered to 18 Aaganwadis.
Villagers are surprised to see such a variety as
it was never delivered to Aaganwadis before.
This also promoted transparency with Govt.
schemes in the local region.
Women who could not read simple Hindi
word, are now weighing pulses, Dalia, etc. on

Vinayak Group is a model for many other
SHGs trying to initiate work for livelihood
generation. Chief Development Officer,
Uttarakashi has really appreciated the efforts
of these women and offered a shop to the
group for selling their produce.
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People got so excited that they wanted to be
part of the group but as per the norms, a
group cannot have more than 20 members.
The solution was to have more such groups
taking the enterprise further, hence, 2 more
groups have been formed in the area
depending on their expertise. Women who
were trained on Sewing, formed one group
where women with knitting skills formed
another one. They see Vinayak as their Role
Model. Group having sewing skills have got
School Dress contract from 6 different Govt.
Schools including cloth and tailoring job.
Vinayak has demonstrated the fact that the
mountain women who can take a load of
hardship in the mountain region, can also
become an inspiration for others for
Enterprise Development, Income Generation
and Addressing Social needs.
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